
























I continue consider two-masses states from articles G. Quznetosov, AN-
NALES DE LA FONDATION LOUIS DE BROGLIE Volume 29 numero
Hors serie 2, (2004) p.927-952. and http://arXiv.org/physics/0502038. In
this paper I research a bound between neutrino and it’s lepton.

























































































[ −k1 + ik2





= −u1R (k) , u3R (k) def= u1L (k) ,
u4L (k)
def
= −u2R (k) , u4R (k) def= u2L (k) .
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1− a2 + b)√1− a2
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Here s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.


























a− i√1− a2) (−q + ic)usL (k)
(−q + ic)usR (k)(
a− i√1− a2) (√1− a2 + b)usL (k)(√



















1− a2) (q − ic)usL (k)
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√


















and because U (−)†U (−) = 18 then u
′
◦s (k) and u
′
∗s (k) form an orthonormal








ω (k) (ω (k) + n0)























Let for j, j′ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} [6]:{
ψ
†
j′ (y) , ψj (x)
}
= δ (y − x) δj′,j ,{
ψ
†



















































r=1 ψr (x) ǫr
+ exp (−ih (n0x4))
∑4
r=1 ψr+4 (x) ǫr
)
. (3)





























d3x · eihkxu†∗r,j (k)ψ (x) .
Let
























































d3x · eihkxu†∗r,j (k)ψ (x) .
That is:



































































{b◦r′,k′ , b◦r,k} = 0,








1− a2) 14 ( 1√√
1− a2 − b
b◦r,k +
1√√





u′◦r (k) b◦r,k + u
′


































u′◦r (k) b◦r,k + u
′
∗r (k) b∗r,k

















































































































ψ′j (x) = χj (x)− χ∗j (x)− χ◦j (x) .








































dx·χ†∗ (x) Ĥ ′0,4ψ′ (x) = 0,∫




































exp (−ih (s0x4)) νn0,(s) (k)






















ln0,(s) (k) bs (k) .






























= (c + iq)

0 0 n0 0
0 0 0 n0
is0 0 0 0






0 0 −is0 0
0 0 0 −is0
n0 0 0 0
0 n0 0 0
 .


































Neutrino and it’s lepton are tied by the follows equations:
Ĥν,0 (k) νn0,(s) (k) + Ĥν,lln0,(s) (k) = ω (k) νn0,(s) (k)
for s ∈ {1, 2} and
Ĥν,0 (k) νn0,(s) (k) + Ĥν,lln0,(s) (k) = −ω (k) νn0,(s) (k)
for s ∈ {3, 4}.
Let ℵn0 (k) be the space spanned by vectors νn0,(s) (k).
If s0 = 0 then
Ĥν,0 (k) νn0,(s) (k) ∈ ℵn0 (k) .
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